Let G be a metacyclic 3-group and let  be a non-empty subset of  GG such that
INTRODUCTION
A finite group G is called metacyclic if it contains a cylic normal subgroup N such that the quotient group G N is also cyclic. A metacyclic group with prime power order is called metacyclic p-group. In this research, we consider the metacyclic 3-groups by using the presentation of metacyclic p-groups where p is an odd prime given by (Basri, 2013) . The presentation of metacyclic p-groups where p is an odd prime (Basri, 2013 ) is divided into two types which we considered as Type 1 and Type 2, given in the following.
Theorem 1: (Basri, 2013) Let G be a non-abelian metacyclic p-group. Then G is one of the following: where is an odd prime and , , , Throughout this research, we use these two types of metacyclic pgroup presentations, in the case when p is equal to 3 to compute the probability that a metacyclic 3-group fixes a set and apply the results to generalized commuting and non-commuting graphs. In this paper, the complete graph of n vertices is denoted as , n K while the null graph is denoted by 0 .
K

Group action on a set
Since the computation of the probability that an element of a group fixes a set is based on group action, the definition of group action on a set is given as follows (Rotman, 2003) :
Definition 1: (Rotman, 2003) Let G be any finite group and
THE PROBABILITY THAT A METACYCLIC 3-GROUP FIXES A SET
The probability that a group G fixes a set  The probability that two random elements from a group G commute is called the commutativity degree. The research on this topic has gathered various interests among researchers in the study of group theory and algebra. Thus, several extensions and generalizations of the commutatativity degree have been introduced. One of the extensions which is called the probability that an element of a group fixes a set was introduced by Omer in 2013 (Omer et al., 2013) . A few years later, this probability was extended by El-Sanfaz (El-Sanfaz, 2016) and the new result is given in the following.
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Theorem 2: (El-Sanfaz, 2016) Let G be a finite group and let
 Then the probability that an element of a group G fixes the set  is given as
Next, the following theorem is used in counting the probability that an element of a group fixes a set under the group action of G on .  .
Theorem 3: (El-Sanfaz, 2016) Let G be a finite group and let
 Then the probability that an element of a group G fixes the set  is given by
is the number of orbits under the group action of G on  .
The Set Omega
In this research, the set  is considered as a set of ordered pairs 
The orbit in a group action Based on Theorem 2 given by (El-Sanfaz, 2016) , in order to compute the probability, we first need to calculate the number of orbit,    K before we divide it with the size of the set .
 Therefore, the definition of the orbit in group action denoted by   Ox is given in the following definition (Goodman, 2006) : Definition 2: (Goodman, 2006) Let G acts on a set X and .
 xX
The orbit of x, denoted by   Ox is the subset of
If a group G acts on X by conjugation, the orbit is given by
gxg g G X This orbit is also known as the conjugacy classes of x in . G The probability that a metacyclic 3-group fixes a set Next, the probability that a metacyclic 3-group fixes a set  by conjugation action will be presented. To compute the probability, we used the formula given in Theorem 3, which is the size of orbits dividing the size of the set . 
The following theorem shows the probability for metacylic 3-group of Type 1, followed by Type 2:
Theorem 4: Let G be a metacyclic 3-group of Type 1 such that   3 3 3
, : 1, , 
We give example as we take
the set ,  we first need to find the elements of order 1 and 3. From the computation, we get 9 elements of order 1 and 3 which are 3 18 6 18 3 9 18 6 9 3 9 6 1, , , , Next, we check whether they commute or not, and by following the conditions of the set ,  we get

The elements are 
Since all these three types of parameters give the same value of probability, we show only one example which is when . 
order to get the set ,  we first need to find the elements of order 1 and 3. From the computation, we get 9 elements of order 1 and 3 which are 18 27 9 18 27 54 9 27 18 54 9 54 1, , , , 
GENERALIZED COMMUTING AND NON-COMMUTING GRAPH
Commuting graph
Commuting graph is very well known in the study of algebraic graph theory, and many researchers use this graph to connect the properties of groups with the properties of graphs. A commuting graph, 
 xy yx
In this research, we will use the generalization of commuting graph given by El-Sanfaz in 2016, known as the generalized commuting graph, denoted by .
  GC
Generalized Commuting graph
The generalized commuting graph, denoted by ,   GC is defined as follows. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Generalized commuting and non-commuting graph of metacyclic 3-groups
In this section, we will discuss on the generalized commuting and non-commuting graphs of metacyclic 3-groups of Type 1 and Type 2. We first start our discussion on the generalized commuting graph, followed by the generalized non-commuting graph. The result on these graphs are based on the results on the probability that a metacyclic 3-group fixes a set. Therefore, we prove the theorems based on the proof given in the probability.
Generalized commuting graph
Theorem 6: Let G be a metacyclic 3-group of Type 1 such that   
CONCLUSION
Throughout this research, the generalized commuting graph and generalized non-commuting graph for metacyclic 3-group for Type 1 and Type 2 have been determined. The generalized commuting graph for Type 1 has been found to be either complete with 33 vertices or null, while the generalized commuting graph for Type 2 has been found to be either complete graph with 28 vertices or null. Meanwhile, the generalized non-commuting graph for Type 1 has been found to be either 33 isolated vertices or null, while the generalized non-commuting graph for Type 2 has been found to be either 28 isolated vertices or null. It can be concluded that the graph for both type is quite similar, where they differ only in terms of the number of vertices, regardless of their presentations. The generalized commuting graph for both types are complete, whereas the non-commuting graph for both types are empty.
